
Students for Haiti
Solidarity

“Alone each of us is a drop of water. Together we
become a flood for change”
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To celebrate ten hard years of our work and to
expand our solidarity work with the Haitian people,
we are launching this newsletter project. 

Thanks to the inspiration and leadership of our
comrades in Haiti, along with extensive support from
the community here, we share who we are and what
we have been able to accomplish over our 10 years. 

After reading our overview of the ever-deepening
struggle today in Haiti for true decolonization and
freedom, along with its history, we hope you will join
us in standing with the Haitian people during this
critical moment.
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Many thanks to our friends Pete and Sue Fullerton from Truck of Love Ministries for their counsel in putting together this newsletter.
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Vital support for multiple K-12 schools
serving several thousand children and adults
each day.
The provision of Internet access to these
schools and other grassroots organizations
serving the people in some of the most
impoverished communities in the
hemisphere.
Organizing and participating in countless
demonstrations calling for a change in US
foreign policy towards Haiti. Special thanks
to LAHS grads Tony Hughes and Mason
Satterwhite-- who were part of that very first
trip in 2010-- and who still show up on the
streets to protest US-backed human rights
violations in Haiti. Also shout out to LAHS
grads Tim Kang and Marie Deshetler for
their participation-- with a small group of us-
- in nonviolent civil disobedience last fall in
San Jose.
Meeting directly with Rep. Eshoo and also
high-level staff for Senators Feinstein and
Harris with the same objective.

      It was ten years ago from this last July that
the first delegation of Los Altos High School
students, staff, and community members
including legendary parent and leader Debra
Strichartz, first went to Haiti to deliver
humanitarian aid and work with Haitian
educators and activists. Special shout out to
LAHS Principal Wynne Satterwhite who
supported this first trip (and others)-- though
they are not “official” school field trips. Her
support has made possible the formation of our
club. Since then, there have been 11 more
delegations from LAHS. Though we have been
unable to go the past 2 years--first due to
political instability and then due to COVID--we
remain as committed as ever to "solidarite pou
lavi" (solidarity for life) with our Haitian
comrades.

On our 10th Anniversary, it is important to take
stock on what we have accomplished by
working together:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The creation of new Haiti solidarity chapters by
LAHS alumni at their universities-- such as UCLA,
UC Boulder, Carnegie-Mellon, UC Santa Cruz,
Foothill College, University of San Francisco, and
Stanford, among others. Some of these chapters
have organized their own delegations to Haiti,
participated in mobile medical clinics, and raised
money for Haitian high school graduates to go
to college in Haiti. They have worked closely
with these Haitian graduates who have
organized their own student organization in
Haiti. We remember our dear Haitian brother
Hindy who led this group and who tragically
passed away last year when he was in his early
20s. Special thanks LAHS alumni Ian Glasner,
Audrey Cashen, Emilien Fritsch, Meghan
McDermott, Kimberlyn Tilley, Kendall Simon,
Marie DeShetler, Lia Whitney, K'ronna Harmon,
Ya'el Weiner, Peter Son-Bell, and Ben Carter,
among many other LAHS grads in keeping this
solidarity work going beyond high school.

And special thanks to community Cornelia
Fletcher for her amazing work in supporting
grassroots institutions in Haiti over the past
decade. We finally gave special thanks to the
World Centric company for doing the same.
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STUDENTS FOR HAITI

SOLIDARITY: TEN YEARS ON...

5.



We give special thanks to Pierre Labossiere, co-founder of the Haiti Action Committee, for
making our work possible and never-ceasing to inspire us. We give special thanks to all of our
Haiti club presidents, officers, and members over the years who have kept this work going with
dedication and incredible energy! And to the many staff who have also gone to Haiti and
supported the work, including LAHS Assistant Principal Galen Rosenberg and former MVLA
Supt. Barry Groves.

To make a tax deductible donation to support Haitian grassroots schools and projects, go to
www.haitiemergencyrelief.org.

To learn more about the ongoing struggle in Haiti today for justice, human rights, and
democracy, go to www.haitisolidarity.net.
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California High School and College Students Stand with Haitian

Students Solidarity Protest on International Human Rights Day

Dec. 10th, 2018 Mountain View, California

http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/
http://www.haitisolidarity.net/
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Students in one of the schools
backed by our solidarity.

LAHS students painting
solidarity mural in Haiti

Journal entry on July 25th, 2010:

“Today was a hard work. Drowned with and

full of sweat. We started landscaping the

new school site, working for about three

hours. I must’ve drank about 2 gallons of

water and lost about 1 3/4 of it. Today was

the hottest day of the week so far and we

worked through the strongest part with no

clouds to help us with shade. There were

plenty of water runs so we were fine but

people still got a little queasy and weak

from the heat. Along with burnt skin. I know

my muscles are going to be sore tomorrow.

After we busted our asses off for our dear

Haitian comrades (in a good way) we took a

long drive to Cité Solé where we said we’d

come back. And we did! With two trucks full

of food for the kids and their families….Oh

and last but not least, our Haitian comrade’s

neighbors had a baby boy today. He came

out of his home after we returned, to share

the news. This was his first day on earth so

we sang “Happy Birthday” on his actual birth

day.”

Haitian friends painting
the same solidarity mural

It was only months before my first trip to Haiti,

where I met Seth Donnelly, while attending Los

Altos High School. Seth, along with myself, Alex

Cala, Libby Stichartz, Mason Satterwhite, Katy

Schaefer, Johnny Henriquez, Audrey Cashen, Ian

Glasner and a handful of other students were the

original building blocks that helped establish

the ongoing delegation that is known as

Students for Haiti Solidarity. It is safe to say that

the work we did 10 years ago created a

foundation for other students to not only learn

about Haiti as a culture and nation but to learn

how you collaborate using new ideas to spread

knowledge and awareness about the adversities

of others on a global scale.

A Brief Reflection on
My First Trip to Haiti 

BY: TONY HUGHES

Today, I am a 27 year old white male who is

striving to establish my voice as a sculptural

artist and I can - without hesitation -

attribute my life’s path towards my

experience traveling to Haiti and the young

age of 17. I simply will live the rest of my life

forever humbled by my time spent in Haiti.



Christopher Columbus lands

on present day Haiti and the

Dominican Republic, naming

the island Hispaniola (little

Spain). In search of gold,

Columbus and his men carry

out the systematic

enslavement and genocide of

the Taino people.

1492

Spain cedes the western

third of Hispaniola

(present day Haiti) to

France, and it is

renamed Saint

Domingue. The French

bring enslaved Africans

to work on sugar,

coffee, and other

plantations, exports that

were very lucrative to

the French empire.

1697

1791 1806 1826

As a result of centuries-

long oppression and the

French Revolution, revolts

begin in Haiti; enslaved

Africans, free Blacks, and

mixed people of color all

advocated for their rights.

1804 1825

Former slave and ruler

Jean-Jacques Dessalines is

assassinated as a result of

tensions between

Mulattoes and Blacks.

Haiti is then split into a

Black-ruled north and a

Mulatto-ruled south.

France sends battleships to Haiti

demanding an indemnity of 150 million

gold francs. If the sum is paid, France

will recognize Haiti as an independent

nation. If Haiti does not pay, they will

be threatened with re-colonization.

Haiti is forced to borrow money from

French banks to pay France, which

serves as the genesis of the Haitian

debt - paying for their freedom. The

US government supports France's

extortion of the Haitian people.

President Jean-Pierre Boyer

enacts a Rural Code in an

attempt to generate income

and to repay France. This

forces peasants to shoulder

the burden of Haiti’s debt as

they are bound to their land

and must meet production

quotas of raw goods.

Haiti gains independence from

France following the Haitian

Revolution - the largest

successful slave revolt in the

western hemisphere. Haiti

becomes the first independent

black colony, and the first

nation to permanently abolish

slavery in the Americas.

1862

Haiti is recognized

as an independent

nation by the

United States.

History of Haiti
1492 - 2004

Researched and Designed by: Julia Spitters, Aimee Tsang
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1994

2004

1915

The City Bank of New York wants to assume Haitian debt so it is paid to the United States rather than France, and it replaces

France as the debt collector. President Jean Vilbrum Guillaume Sam is assassinated after his administration executes hundreds

of political prisoners in the culmination of six years of political struggles. Haiti falls into turmoil and becomes unable to pay

its debt to the US. In an effort to regain economic control, the Wilson administration sends US Marines to invade Haiti and

rewrite its constitution to allow foreign ownership of resources. This addition to the Haitian constitution becomes known as

the 1915 Haitian-American Treaty, which gives the United States control over Haitian finances and the right to intervene

whenever they see it necessary. In opposition to the brutal US occupation, the Haitian people frequently rebelled against the

United States. A resistance was led by peasant leader Charlemagne Peralte, who is killed by US forces and whose body is put

on public display by US marines to intimidate Haitians.

US occupation of Haiti

ends with the US

exercising neocolonial

control over Haiti

through the Haitian

army that the US built,

funded and trained.

1934

1957

1990

1971 1991

Aristide is overthrown

by CIA asset Raul

Cedras, which results in

the establishment of a

US-backed military

dictatorship, killing

thousands. 

Teen-aged “Baby Doc”

succeeds “Papa Doc” and

continues to rule Haiti with

terror. While a small group

of Haitians, along with US

corporations, are further

enriched by the regime, the

masses of Haitian people

remain in deep poverty.

US-backed coup d’etat removes

President Aristide from office and

replaces him with a de facto leader.

Before this forced transition of

power, the Lavalas governments and

President Aristide taxed the rich,

dismantled the feared army,

invested in education and

healthcare, and supported women’s

rights across Haiti. The coup

resulted in a series of US-supported

regimes in Haiti where US-backed

paramilitary forces killed thousands

of Haitians, particularly those in

poor, pro-Lavalas neighborhoods

like Cite Soleil.

“Papa Doc” Duvalier is elected

President via a fraudulent election,

starting the extremely corrupt,

cruel, and totalitarian Duvalier

Dynasty supported by the US

government. He consolidates

power and declares himself

president for life, kills over 30,000

citizens, and leads the Haitian

economy into a state of decline.

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide

is elected in the first free and

peaceful transition of power after

the popular, non-violent

grassroots  ""Lavalas" movement

was able to finally topple the

Duvalier dictatorship,

Under massive international

pressure in solidarity with

the Haitian people,

President Clinton sends US

forces to support Aristide’s

return to Haiti. He is then

re-elected in 2000 as a

representative of the

democratic Lavalas party.
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 Gregory  Saint  Hilaire ,  student  activist ,

pictured  here  before  his  murder  by  the

police ,  holding  a  sign  here  that  says  "Down

with  Weapons !  Long  Live  Education . "

    As Haitians experience deepening poverty and
face the threat of the global pandemic, violent
repression by the US-backed regime of Jovenel
Moise has intensified, underwritten by US taxpayer
dollars flowing to the regime's police.

     On August 28, 2020, the head of the Port-au-
Prince bar association and former professor of law,
Monferrier Dorval, was shot and killed in his home
by two unknown gunmen. Hours before his death,
Dorval conducted a radio interview in which he
spoke out against the Haitian political crisis. Dorval
described, “the government is dysfunctional and
that is why we are suffering. We must change the
government and we must do this via the
constitution.” 

The Struggle for Human Rights Today
Research and Writing by: Annelisa Faché, Shayla Gossain, Camdyn Rechenmacher, Ava Wheeler

     On November 5th,  Haitian youth took to the
streets on November 5th, demanding justice for
Evelyn Sincere and an end to impunity, as reported
in the Haitian media, but ignored by the US media.
Evelyn Sincere was a resident from the impoverished
neighborhood of Grand Ravine and a senior at
Jacques Romain High School in Port-au-Prince. She
had been active in the pro-democracy movement.
On October 29th, she was kidnapped and held for a
$100,000 ransom. Though her family desperately
tried to raise money, her body -- bearing marks of
extensive torture and rape -- was found in a trash
dump on November 1st. It is widely known on the
ground in Haiti that G-9 was responsible for her
abduction and murder, as part of their ongoing
terror campaign against the people.

Evelyn  Sincere  just  prior  to

her  murder .



     On October 2nd, 2020, student activist Grégory Saint-Hilaire. Saint-Hilaire was murdered by the police. Unarmed and
nonviolent, Saint-Hilarie was participating in a small protest, advocating for better work opportunities, when he was then shot
in the back and killed. During the protest, Agents of the Unit for the General Security of the National Palace, took action, firing
tear gas and rounds in order to disperse the demonstrators. Witnesses blamed his death on the police. Haitian police are
heavily armed and historically have been deployed with direct orders from the presidential palace to stop anti-government
protests. This violates Section C Article 28 of the Haitian Constitution: Freedom of expression, where every citizen should be
allowed to express their opinions freely on a matter by any means he chooses. On November 13th, 2018 the neighborhood of
Lasalin, Port-Au-Prince, fell victim to governmental terror. Lasalin is home to many members of the Lavalas grassroots
organization, who openly opposes the current leadership under President Jovenel Moïse. On this day, government and
paramilitary groups entered Lasalin and killed anyone in their sight. The government worked with a G-9 death squad led by
former police officer Jimmy Cherizier, aka “Barbecue” in this horrific violation of human rights. The people of Lasalin were
murdered on no charges. This level of violence had not been seen since the 2004 coup against President Aristide. The
government and police have consistently refused to reveal details about the massacre and tried to minimize the event in order
to not spark conflict. Members of the Haiti Action Committee have taken initiative to investigate the massacre, including
Representative Maxine Waters of California’s 43rd congressional district, who has openly urged US Ambassador Michele Sison
to oppose elections in Haiti until the Haitian people are able to participate without fear.

     This violent repression is being utilized by an ilegitímate regime desperately trying to maintain its control after coming to
power through fraudulent elections. These elections, which occurred in October 2015, were heavily funded by the United States
to the tune of $33 million, although the elections are recognized by a wide range of Haitian political, human rights, legal,
religious, and grassroots organizations to be fraudulent. 

     The regime's violence can also be tied back to the Haitian Petrocaribe scandal. The Petrocaribe program, established by
Venezuela, allowed for Venezuela to give Caribbean countries developmental loans by way of oil with low interest debt. The
countries receiving the loans, including Haiti, then sold the oil within their countries with the idea that the profits would be used
to established programs that benefit the public. However, in Haiti, approximately $4 billion dollars that were generated from the
Petrocaribe program went missing and was not implemented into social programs. Several official investigations in Haiti have
linked the Moise regime to this massive looting of public funds. Protests have since broken out across Haiti, demanding that
those involved in the scandal be prosecuted and that any politicians involved, including Moise, should resign.
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Ways to Participate:

Students for Haiti Solidarity Protest and
Solidarity Vigil
December 10th, 4-6 PM
San Antonio and El Camino, Mountain View, CA
Bring your own signs and wear masks

On December 16th, Haitians will commemorate the 30th anniversary of the first free and democratic election in
Haiti’s history — the election that brought Jean-Bertrand Aristide and the people’s party, Lavalas, to power. Within
seven months, a US-orchestrated coup ousted Aristide and installed a military dictatorship that murdered
thousands and attempted to destroy the grassroots movement that had brought Aristide to power.

Thirty years later, Haitians continue to confront the same forces that staged that 1991 coup—this time in the form of
the dictatorship of Jovenel Moise, backed by the United Nations occupiers and the United States. Haiti’s powerful
grassroots movement has grown in strength as it seeks to end the corrupt and illegitimate Moise regime, selected
through US-backed stolen elections.

This is a time to speak out
and act in solidarity with
the people’s movement in
Haiti.

Demand an End to Massacres
in Haiti
Stop US Funding of Police
Terror in Haiti
Support the Movement for
Democracy and Justice in Haiti

WEEK OF SOLIDARITY WITH HAITI
December 10 – December 16, 2020

Learn more about the Haitian
Struggle
A People That Does Not Give Up, by Jean Bertrand Aristide
We Will Not Forget the Achievements of Lavalas
Plan Lanmo — the Death Plan: The Clintons, foreign aid, and
NGOs in Haiti
How the US Crippled Haiti’s Domestic Rice Industry
Resisting the Lynching of Haitian Liberty
Trump’s Racism Towards Haiti Is Not An Aberration
The Final Chapter Has Still Not Been Written
The Lasalin Massacre and the Human Rights Crisis in Haiti
Maxine Waters Oct. 6, 2020 Letter urging US to oppose
illegitimate elections in Haiti until politically motivated attacks
against government critics have ceased

Take Action Online!
Join in Haiti action alerts.
Donate to the Haiti Emergency Relief Fund [HERF]: Since
its 2004 inception, HERF has given concrete aid to
Haiti’s democratic movement.
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http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/
https://haitisolidarity.net/voices-from-haiti/a-people-that-does-not-give-up/
https://secureservercdn.net/104.238.68.196/65c.874.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/We_Will_Not_Forget_2010.pdf
https://sfbayview.com/2015/08/plan-lanmo-the-death-plan-the-clintons-foreign-aid-and-ngos-in-haiti/
https://haitisolidarity.net/in-the-news/how-the-united-states-crippled-haitis-domestic-rice-industry/
https://haitisolidarity.net/resisting-the-lynching-of-haitian-liberty/
https://progressive.org/dispatches/trump-racism-toward-haiti-is-not-an-aberration-180123/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/03/12/the-final-chapter-has-still-not-been-written-remembering-the-2004-coup-in-haiti/
https://www.nlg.org/report-the-lasalin-massacre-and-the-human-rights-crisis-in-haiti/
https://waters.house.gov/sites/waters.house.gov/files/RepWatersLetterToAmbSison-ElectionsInHaiti-10-05-20FINAL.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1wYTd3fIdcDx0KzCpkCyOoBVVIL2RT2gasqBFq3HRSlZxm6GZd5RxZbCE
http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/
http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/
https://sfbayview.com/2020/11/stop-the-massacres-in-haiti-end-us-and-un-support-for-the-criminal-regime-of-jovenel-moise/
http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/
http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/
http://www.haitiemergencyrelief.org/


Videos
UNIFA webinar: A virtual event with Haiti's former First Lady Mildred Aristide, Danny Glover,
Congresswoman Maxine Waters and a panel of distinguished guests. This deeply engaging program
— focused on Haiti's health care crisis — was a seminar on Haitian resilience, powerful history,
struggle for democracy, and the remarkable work of the University of the Aristide Foundation to
offer access to education and health care to the Haitian people without exclusion.
Special Report: Massacres in Haiti — Pacifica’s Margaret Prescod reports from on the ground
Black Lives Matter From Haiti to the Bay — Kiyoshi Taylor’s video about the struggles of Black
people in the US and in Haiti for true liberation from police terror and oppression and the need for
global solidarity between these struggles in the spirit of the Haitian revolution.

Stay in Touch
Haiti Action Committee is a Bay-Area based network of activists who have supported the Haitian
struggle for democracy since 1991. Follow @HaitiActionCommittee on Facebook, twitter
@HaitiAction1 and our website, haitisolidarity.net. Contact us at action.haiti@gmail.com to receive
news updates and action alerts, or sign up for our mailing list on the "About Us" page on the website.
If you live on the Peninsula or South Bay area, please contact Students for Haiti Solidarity at
lahshaiti@gmail.com.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5f73CcvNcs&t=898s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6kQH-_IrAg&=&t=529s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hm20MgsxGY&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3yVDhFp7X8-6rgMPTPdL9MJTyE-j_Ggi9EQS5Pt9MkEOYcDismmZTwh90
https://www.facebook.com/HaitiActionCommittee
https://twitter.com/HaitiAction1
http://haitisolidarity.net/
https://haitisolidarity.net/about-us/

